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Abstract

We study� from a measure theoretic point of view� the lamination structure
on the inverse limit space lim

��

��C� f� for an arbitrary rational map f on the

sphere �C� It turns out that there is an ergodic holomorphic foliated dy�
namical object L� namely a self mapping of a measured solenoidal Riemann
surface� which continuously injects into the inverse limit space� with full
image and with leaves conformally isomorphic to the complex plane C�

�� Introduction

The purpose of this note is to state and prove the following theorem
which associates a holomorphic foliated dynamical object to an arbi�
trary rational map f � �C� �C� The de�nitions are given below�

Theorem� Given an arbitrary rational map f � �C � �C of degree

d � � on the sphere �C� there is an ergodic measured solenoidal Riemann

surface L whose leaves are isomorphic to the complex plane C� a holo�

morphic bijection F �L�L� and a holomorphic map ��L� �C so that
fn �� � � �F n for every positive integer n� Moreover� the induced map

of L into the reduced inverse limit space lim
��

�C�� f� is a continuous in�

jection whose image intersects every �ber in full measure for the natural

multiplicity �ber measures class �see the proof in Section ���

Remarks and De�nitions�

	� A topological solenoid
 simply a solenoid
 S is a topological space
with local box charts homeomorphic to a product of the form �a
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totally disconnected space T � cross �a k�ball D� so that overlap
maps preserve the k�ball factor� A solenoid S is naturally foli�
ated or laminated by its path connected components which are
called global leaves� Holonomy homeomorphisms can be partially
de�ned from one transversal to another by transporting points
along leaves� �See �	� for the de�nition and examples��

A measured solenoid S is a topological solenoid equipped with a
�nite holonomy invariant transverse measure class � so that any
open set in each box transversal has a positive ��measure�

A measured solenoid is a solenoidal Riemann surface if
 in addi�
tion
 the overlap maps on box charts which preserve the two�disk
factor are also biholomorphic in the two�disk direction� �See Sec�
tion ��� for the general de�nition��

�� The reduced inverse limit space of f � �C � �C is eC� � lim
��

�C�� f�

consisting of backward strings �z � �� � � � zn� � � � � z�� z	� such that
f�zn� � zn��
 for all zn � C

�
 where

C� �

���
��
C� if f � z �� zd or z �� z�d


C if f � a polynomial

�C otherwise


and � means conformally conjugate� The induced map F � eC� �eC� by f is a homeomorphism relative to the product topology when
�C� is viewed as a subspace of the countable Cartesian product �C��

�� Note that the projections �n �
eC� � C� de�ned by �n��z� � zn� zn �

C�
 are continuous and satisfy �n �F � f ��n and �n
k � fk ��n

for all n� k � ��

�� The �ber of �n over every point z � C� is a Cantor set �ref� Sec�
tion ��	� provided with a natural normalized multiplicity measure
�z �see Section ��� for the de�nition of �z��

�� L is ergodic in the sense that for any two positive measure sets
of box transversals
 almost all the points in one are connected by
leaves to points of the other �see Section ����� for the proof��

�� The triple �L� F� �� is well de�ned up to measure theoretic isomor�
phisms
 namely
 if there is another triple �L�� ��� F �� which satis�es
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the required properties
 then there exists a one�to�one map � be�
tween them such that

� � F � F � � � and � � �� � �

on full measure subsets of leaves for the multiplicity �ber mea�
sures� � is a measure preserving Borel ismorphism in the trans�
verse direction and a bi�holomorphism in the leaf direction �see
Section ��	 for the proof��

�� The topology on the solenoid L is not intended to be canonical�
It is used to determine the measure theory structure �compare to
Lyubich and Minsky ����

Here is a sketch of the idea of the proof of the theorem� The con�
struction of a measured solenoid L starts by introducing the de�nition
of the regular set R of the inverse limit space to be the union of all
regular boxes� Given an arbitrary � � �
 we �nd
 over every su�ciently
small two�disk D on the sphere
 a maximal box B which covers at least
	 � � amount of the �z�measure of the �ber �

���z�
 for z � D� Then

R has full measure of every �ber in �C�� It is also shown that R can
be covered by countably many maximal boxes so that all but �nitely
many of them have transversals of positive measures for the multiplicity
�ber measures� Thus we can work out the construction in a countable
fashion� We then show that relative to the multiplicity �ber measures

almost all global leaves of the regular set R are conformally equvalent to
the complex plane C �these leaves are called a�ne leaves of R
 and the
a�ne part of R consisting of all a�ne leaves is denoted by A�� A �ner
topology
 called the �ne�topology
 on R is introduced using the density�
topology on �bers� By deleting global leaves of A that pass through the
density�boundaries of the countably many maximal boxes in A
 one con�
structs a �ne�open subset L which is the measured solenoid satisfying
the required properties stated in the theorem�

We point out that the de�nition of the regular set R here coincides
with the one given by Lyubich and Minsky in ��� They have a parallel
construction of an a�ne orbifold lamination in the regular set R of the
inverse limit space by re�ning the topology in a completely di�erent
manner �for more details of their construction see ����

The structure of this note is as follows�
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Section � gives the de�nition of the natural normalized multiplicity
measures supported on the �bers of �� Such �ber measures are non�
atomic
 holonomy invariant and F quasi�invariant in the reduced inverse

limit space eC��
Section � is devoted to the construction of the maximal boxes in

the reduced inverse limit space over two�disks in C� via the projection
� � �	� The F �invariant regular set R is de�ned as the union of all

boxes in eC�� Leaves of R are all Riemann surfaces
 and almost all of
them are isomorphic to the complex plane� The map F restricted to
this a�ne part becomes a�ne in the leaf direction�

The existence of the solenoidal Riemann surface L is presented in
Section � by introducing a new topology on the regular set R
 the so
called �ne�topology for which the complex structure on leaves of L is
continuous� Also a general de�nition of a measured solenoid is given
in this section� Our construction provides non�trivial examples of these
objects�
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�� The multiplicity �ber measures

In this section
 we construct the normalized multiplicity �ber mea�
sures on the �bers in the reduced inverse limit space� Let us begin with
the basic notions and some known results which will be used in the
sequel�

���� Basic notions and some known results�

Let f � �C� �C be an arbitrary rational map of degree d � � on the
Riemann sphere �C� A point z is said to be exceptional if the grand orbit

f� � �C � fn�z� � fm��� for some n�m � �g
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is �nite� One knows that the exceptional set of f contains at most two
points and that f is conformally conjugate
 denoted by �
 to z �� zn or
z �� z�n if f has two exceptional points
 and to a polynomial if f has
one exceptional point �see �	 for a reference�� Recall


C� �

���
��
C� for f � z �� zn or z�n�

C for f � a polynomial�
�C otherwise�

Without lost of generality
 we only work with f restricted to C� in what
follows�

� Let C � fz � C� � f ��z� � �g denote the critical set of f 
 and let

PC �
�S
n��

fn�C� denote the post critical set of f in C��

� The reduced inverse limit space

eC� � lim
��

�C�� f�

� f�z � �� � � � zn� � � � � z�� z	� � f�zn� � zn��� zn � C
�� n � �g�

consisting of backward orbit strings of f 
 is a subspace of the
countable Cartesian product space �C� with the usual topology�

� The induced map

F � eC� � eC� de�ned by F ��z� � �� � � � zn� � � � � z�� z	� f�z	��

becomes a homeomorphism with the inverse map erasing the �rst
coordinate of �z�

� To simplify the notation
 we sometimes denote

�z � �� � � � zn� � � � � z�� z	�

by �zn��

� Consider the projection �n �
eC� � C� de�ned by �n��z� � zn� For

every n � �� the �ber ���n �z� over each point z � C� is a Cantor

set because z is not exceptional and � � jf�n�z�j � dn
 where j 	 j
denotes the cardinality of the set� In particular
 if z �� PC
 the
�ber ���n �z� is a standard d�adic Cantor set�
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� The following identities hold for all n� k � ��

�n�k � fk � �n� �n � �n
k � F
k� and fn � � � � � F n�

where � � �	� From now on
 we work with the projection � � �	�
Similar ideas work for all other �n�

� There is a one�to�one correspondence between the set of periodic

points of F in eC� to that of f in C�� We denote by �S the set of

periodic points of F in eC� over PC� Then �S is a �nite set�

� A rotation domain of f is a Siegel disk or a Herman ring of f in
the sphere� For a rotation domain D of f in the sphere
 there is
a unique F �invariant lift �D contained in the eC� We call such a
corresponding �D a rotation domain of F �

Lemma ��� �Arc Lifting Property�� Given any continuous curve

	 � ��� 	� C� with z � 	���� w � 	�	��

there exists a continuous curve �	 � ��� 	 � eC� for each �z in ����z�� so
that �	��� � �z and � � �	�t� � 	�t� for all t � ��� 	� If 	 is contained

in C� n PC� then the lift is unique for each �z � � ���z�� i�e� there is a

Cantor bundle of curves in eC� over 	�
Proof� In fact
 let zn � �n��z�
 for every n � �
 there is a lifted arc

	n over 	 starting from zn and ending at some wn � f�n�w� via the
map fn in C�� Then �	 � �� � � � 	n� � � � � 	�� 	� is the curve over 	 starting
at �z and ending at a point �w � ����w�� When 	 
 C� n PC
 the lifted
curve �	 is uniquely determined by the initial point �z � ����z�
 but the

�ber over z is a Cantor set in �C�� q�e�d�

Take a� b � C� nPC� Denote by ���C
� nPC� a� b� the set of homotopy

classes of curves in C� n PC starting at a and ending at b� To every
�	 � ���C

� n PC� a� b�
 we can associate with a homeomorphism h� �
����a� � ����b� de�ned by h���z� � �w i� the lifted curve �	 over 	
initiated at �z ends at �w � ����w�� We call h� the holonomy map from
����a� to ����b� representing �	� When a � b
 all such holonomy
maps from ����a� to itself form the holonomy group acting on the �ber
representing the fundamental group ���C

� nPC� a� of C� nPC with base
point a�
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Lemma ���� Holonomy maps are isometries from ����a� to ����b�
relative to the metric


��z� �z�� �
	

n
�or

	

dn
��

where n is the �rst index for which zn �� z�n�

Proof� The proof is left to the reader� q�e�d�

���� The �ber measures�

Now we de�ne the natural normalized multiplicity measures on �bers

in eC��
Start with a point z � C� n PC
 the �ber ����z� over z of the

projection � is a d�adic Cantor set� Let En � f�n�z�� Then En contains
dn distinct points in C� n PC� De�ne �n�zn� �

�
dn

 for each zn � En


which gives the natural cardinality measure on En
 n � 	� It is clear
that the family of all cylinder sets of the form

�A � f�z � ����z� � zn � An� An 
 En for some n � �g

forms a ring which generates the Borel algebra B z on the �ber �
���z��

De�ne

�� �A� �
jAnj

dn
�

for a cylinder �A
 where jAnj is the cardinality of An 
 En� By the
Kolmogrov Thoerem in standard measure theory �see ���
 � can be
naturally extended to Bz as a probability measure �z �

When z � PC but z is not in a periodic critical orbit of f in the
sphere C�
 we can de�ne the multiplicity measure on ����z� using a
similar idea� Each point �z � ����z� has a �nite multiplicity in this case

so the cardinality counted with multiplicity makes sense�

If a point z � C� is a periodic critical point of local degree m
 then
m � d since z is not a exceptional point of f � For simplicity we assume
that z is a �xed point� There are at least two preimages of z under f �
Then each of the preimage has multiplicity at most m � d � 	� At the
n�th level z
 as a preimage of z under fn
 has multiplicity at most mn�
Since mn

dn
� �
 as n � � the multiplicity measure of the �xed point

�z � �� � � � z� � � � � z� z� in the �ber ����z� is zero� For all other points on
the �ber
 multiplicity through all steps are uniformly bounded by the
multiple of local degrees of critical points hit by the backward string�
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Thus the multiplicity measure on such a �ber is also well de�ned and
has no atoms�

Proposition ���� For any z � C�� there exists a non�atomic prob�

ability measure �z supported on the �ber ����z� which measures the

multiplicity of points� call it the multiplicity measure� All such multi�

plicity �ber measures satisfy the following additional properties�

	� If h is a holonomy map from the �ber ����u� to ����w�� then for

E 
 ����u� measurable� �w�h�E�� � �u�E�� Thus the multiplicity

measures are holonomy invariant�


� The �ber measures are also F quasi�invariant in the sense that F
restricted to the �ber ����z� is measurable and �f�z��F �E�� � �
if and only if �z�E� � ��

Proof� Call a special cylinder set of form

�A � f�u � �un� � um � am for some am � f�m�a� and some n � �g

a block in the �ber ����a�� Then all block sets in the �ber generates
the Borel algebra Ba�

	� When a� b � C� nPC� h is a holonomy representing �	� 	 
 C�nPC
initiated at a and ending at b� By the de�nition
 h maps a block �A
in the �ber ����a� to a block set h� �A� � f �w � wn � bn � hn�an�g
of the �ber ����b� with the base point bn
 where bn � 	n�	� is
uniquely determined by the starting point an of 	n � f�n�a�� n �
	� Hence �w�h� �A�� � 	 � dn � �u� �A��

�� F restricted to the �ber ����z� maps a block �A � f�z � ����z� �
zn � ang to a block F � �A� � f �w � F ��z� � zn � ang � f �w � wn
� �
ang in the �ber �

���f�z��� So �f�z��F � �A�� � 	 � dn
���
d
�z� �A��

q�e�d�

�� Boxes and the regular set

Intuitively
 the reduced inverse limit space eC� is laminated by its path
connected components with singularities related to the post critical set

PC of f � It is hard to see if path connected components of eC� are
Riemann surfaces
 in general
 because of the complexity of the set of
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singularities� We present
 in this section
 the study of the complex
structure on the regular set in the inverse limit space �C��

���� De�nition of the regular set R�

Let �z � �zn� be an arbitrary point in
eC�� Given any n � �
 pick a

two�disk neighborhood Dn of �n��z� � zn in C
� and denote by Dn
k the

component of f��k��Dn� containing �n
k��z� � zn
k� We call the subset

�D��z� n� � f �w � eC� � wj � Dj for all j � ng

a leafwise neighborhood of �z in the inverse limit space eC� which is the
path connected component of ���n �Dn� containing �z�

De�nition ���� A subset B of eC� is called a box if it is a globally
trivial �bration over an open connected subdomain Dn of the sphere
C� via some projection �n� Path connected components in B are called
local leaves and a �ber in B is called a transversal of B�

De�ne R � the union of all boxes in eC� and call it the regular set�
Observe the following useful facts�

� Given a point �z in R
 the local leaf �D��z� through �z in a box B
containing �z is also a box whose transversal contains a single point�
F � �D� is a box containing F ��z�
 and F��� �D� is a box containing
F����z�� Thus the regular set R is totally F �invariant�

� If a point �z �R
 there is a regular leafwise neighborhood �D��z� n�
�call it a regular disk in the inverse limit� of �z which is a univalent
lift of a two�disk neighborhood Dn of �n��z� via the projection �n�
Thus the regular set is the union of all regular disks� Note that
the de�nition of the regular set R here is equivalent to that given
in ���

� Path connected components of R are called global leaves� One
can check that global leaves of R are Riemann surfaces for which
local leaves play the role of charts�

� Holonomy maps can be partially de�ned naturally on �bers of
the regular set R by the restrictions of holonomy maps de�ned
in Subsection ��	� Choose a complete transversal T which is a
union of box transversals and intersects every global leaf of R�
All partially de�ned holonomy maps from T to itself generate the
��invariant holonomy groupoid on T �
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� A box B is said to have a positive transverse measure if its transver�
sal T has a positive multiplicity measure in the �ber containing
T � All transversals of B have the same multiplicity measure by
holonomy invariance�

Boxes in the regular set R play the role of charts� One expects that
there are enough open boxes in R� In the critically �nite case
 where
PC is a �nite set in the sphere
 all but �nitely many points in R can be
covered by open boxes� We �nd
 however
 there are no open boxes in
the inverse limit space if the post critical set PC is dense in the sphere�
This is why we take a measure theoretic approach to the study below�

���� Maximal boxes�

Let D 
 C� be a two�disk� A component Dn of f
�n�D� is said to be

regular if fn � Dn � D is univalent� If Dn is not regular
 we say it is
critical�

Proposition ���� Let z be an arbitrary point of C� n PC� Then

given any � � �� there exists a box B in eC� so that the transversal

T � B  ����z� in Bz has the �z�measure �z�T � � 	 � � in the �ber

����z��

Proof� Given � � �
 we choose N � � large enough so that �
dN

� �
� �

Pick a two�disk neighborhood D of z whose topological closure in C�

is contained in C� n
NS
j��

f j�C�� Since there is no critical value of f in

any of f�k�D� at each level k � N 
 at most M � �d � � components
of f�N �D�
 among the dN 
 intersect the set of critical values f�C��
Hence there are at most Mdn�N�� � 	 	 	�Md � �d�dn�N � 	� critical
components of f�n�D�
 among the dn �counted with multiplicity of local
degrees of critical points� when n � N � Let

An � fzn � En � f�n�z	�� the component Dn of f
�n�D� containing

zn is regular g

and let T � f�z � ����z	� � zn � An
 for all n � �g� Then T is ��
measurable because it is the complement of the union of critical blocks in

the �ber� The multiplicity measure of T is at least dn��d�dn�N���
dn

� 	���
We have also attached to every point �z � T a regular disk neighborhood
�D��z� � f �w �L� wn � Dn�zn�g which is the univalent lift at �z over the
two�disk neighborhood D of z via the projection � � �	�
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Set B �
S
z�T

�D��z�� Then B is a box over the two�disk D via the

projection � � �	 which has the positive transverse measure � 	� ��

q�e�d�

Such a box B constructed in the proof of the above proposition is
called the maximal box over D via the projection ��

Corollary ���� For every point �p of eC� and every � � �� there is a

box B so that B �the �ber containing �p� has transverse measure � 	���

Proof� It su�ces to consider every point �p � �pn� � fC� not in the
periodic cycle of F over the grand orbit of a critical point of f � There
is an n	 � � so that pm is not in PC
 for all m � n	� Thus we have a
box B� over a disk neighborhood Dn� of zn� via the projection � so that
B� the �ber containing �p�n�� has transverse measure � 	� �� Think of
B � F n��B�� as a box over Dn� via the projection �n� � Then B is the
box whose transversal has the multiplicity �ber measure � 	� � in the
�ber ���n� �pn���

Notice that B has multiplicity �ber measure � �	 � �� � dn� in the
�ber ����p�
 where p � ���p�� q�e�d�

Corollary ���� The regular set R has full measure in every �ber�

Maximal boxes have the following properties�

Proposition ���� The regular set R can be covered by countably

many maximal boxes� Moreover� such maximal boxes can be chosen so

that all but �nitely many of them have positive transverse measures�

Proof� Choose a countable basis T � fDmg of two�disks on the
sphere C�� Over every element Dm in the basis
 take the maximal

box Bmn in the inverse limit space eC� via the projection �n for each
n� We claim that the collection F � fBmng of all such maximal boxes
forms a cover of the regular set R� In fact
 for �z � �zn� � Rn �S
 there
exists an N � � so that zn � �n��z� �� PC for all n � N � Pick Dm

in the basis T of the sphere containing zN � Dm and take the maxi�
mal box Bm	 over Dm via the projection �	� Then Bm	 contains point
�zN � ����� zN
�� zN � and
 by Proposition ��	
 it has positive ��measure
when Dm has small radius in the sphere� The transversal of FN �Bm	�
is contained in the transversal of the maximal box BmN over Dm via
the projection �N � Therefore BmN has positive ��measure in the �ber
���n �zN � and �z � BmN �
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There are only �nitely many points in R �S� For each point �z in
the intersection
 there is a box B � �z� We can choose the base disk D
of B to be an element of the basis T � Notice that the box B may have
zero ��measure or the transversal of B may contain only a single point�

q�e�d�

Remark� The regular set R is independent of the choice of the
countable basis of the sphere C��

De�nition ���� Let B � T �D be a box in the regular set R� We
call

�TB � f �w � �wn� � wn � �Dn�zn� for all n � � and all �z � �zn� � Tg

the Vertical Boundary of B in eC�
 where �Dn�zn� is the topological
boundary of the component Dn�zn� of f

�n�D� containing zn in the
sphere C� �we may assume that B is a box over D via the projection ���

Corollary ��� �The Vertical Boundary Covering Property��

Let B � T�D be the maximal box over a two�disk D in the basis chosen

as in the proof of Proposition ��
 via the projection �� Then the vertical
boundary �TB can be covered to within a measure zero �with respect to

the multiplicity �ber measures� by countably many other maximal boxes�

Corollary ��� enables us to attach �nitely many pieces of regular
local leaves around the leafwise boundary of a local leaf �D��z� in B� In
doing so we may need to discard a null subset of the local leaves in B
relative to the multiplicity �ber measures� Applying this procedure
 we
can prolong almost all local leaves in B further and further to obtain the
global leaves of R
 by deleting a countable union of null set of leaves�

���� Complex structures on leaves of R�

This subsection is distributed to the study of complex structures on

leaves of the regular set R of the inverse limit space eC��
������ The point of density�

The concept of a point of density of a subset in a �ber is given in
this paragraph�

De�nition ���� Let �E be a Borel subset of the �ber ����z� in the
inverse limit space over a point z � C� with �z� �E� � �� A �z � ����z� is
called a density point of �E in the �ber if the percentage of �E�points in
the block set �A�m� � f �w � �wn� � wm � zmg tends to one as m���
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Lemma ���� The set of density points of �E intersects �E in full

measure�

Proof� The family V of all block sets in the Cantor set �ber ����z�
containing �E forms a sequence of generating partition in the sense of
Ma�n�e in �	�� By Theorem ��� �on p�	� in �	��
 the sequence of functions
de�ned by

�m��p� ��
�z� �E  �A�m��

�z� �A�m��

converges in measure to the characteristic function � E 
 in particular
there exists a subsequence fmng

�
n�� such that �mn converges to � E

almost everywhere� q�e�d�

Remark� The family V of all block set in the Cantor set �ber
����z� can also be viewed as a Vitali System in the sense of Shilov and
Gurevich �	�� Let � E�

�A� � �z� �E  �A� for �A measurable in the �ber�
Then the derivative

DV � E��p� � lim
m��

� E�A
�m���p��

�z�A�m���p��

of function � E with respect to the Vitali system V exists on a set of full

measure and coincide with the characteristic function of �E on �E �See
The Lebesgue�Vitali Theorem in �	���

Lemma ��� �The Intersection Property�� Let B�B� be two boxes
in L� Suppose that �z � B B� is a density point of both the transversal

T of B and the transversal T � of B� containing �z� Then �z is a density

point of the intersection T  T ��

������ The natural extension of Lyubich measure�

In this paragraph
 we discuss the natural extension of the Lyubich

measure on the sphere to the inverse limit space� In ��
 Lyubich showed
that for an arbitrary rational map f of degree d � � on the sphere
 there
exists a unique f �invariant ergodic probability measure  of maximal en�
tropy supported on the Julia set Jf for which periodic points of f are
asymptotically uniformly distributed� Note that in the case of polyno�
mials
 the measure of meximal enropy was �rst constructed by Brolin�
We call such a measure  the Lyubich measure for an arbitrary rational
map for convenience�
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Lemma ���� There exists a measure � on �C�� called the natural ex�

tension of the Lyubich Measure � which projects to  via � and satis�es

the following�

�a� � is F �invariant and ergodic on eC��
�b� �ber measures de�ned by the disintegration of � and indexed by

almost all z in �Jf nPC� are extended to the �bers over z � C�nPC
by the natural measures �z that we de�ned in Section 
�
� and

�c� the regular set R is a ��full measure subset of the inverse limit

space�

Proof� Suppose that  is de�ned on the Borel algebra B� By
Kolmogorov theorem
 the F �invariant natural extension � of Lyubich
measure  to the inverse limit space
 de�ned on the Borel algebra B�
which contains all sets of the form

�A � �Am�A � f�z � �zn� �
�C� � zm � Ag�

where m � � and A �B
 exists and projects to  via ��

�a� can be derived from �� by J� R� Brown �also see ����

�b� is true in every �nite step of the disintegration procedure and the
construction of �n for every n � �� it can also pass to the limit

as n��
 in the weak sense�

�c� Observe that Lyubich measure  on C� has support on the Julia set
Jf � So the Jf n PC has the full �measure of the sphere C�� For
every point z � Jf n PC
 boxes in R cover �z almost all points

of the �ber ����z�� Therefore the union of boxes in R covers eC�
��a�e� by the disintegration theory� q�e�d�

������ Complex structures on leaves of R�

We now discuss the nice Riemann surface structures on leaves of the
regular set R of the inverse limit space� The following statements are
from Lyubich and Minsky �see the proof in ����

Lemma ��� ��� �a� All leaves of R are simply connected except

Herman rings�
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�b� If d � deg�f� � 	� then there are no compact leaves in R�

Therefore� leaves are parabolic or hyperbolic conformally isomorphic to

the complex plane C or the disk D�

�c� If a leaf � is isomorphic to the complex plane C� then it is dense

in the reduced inverse limit space eC��
������ A�ne leaves of R�

We show that
 in this paragraph
 almost all leaves of the regular
set are conformally isomorphic to the complex plane� The following
statement given in �� is a very useful argument in the study of the
dynamics of a rational map on the sphere �see also �� and �	��

Lemma ��	 �The Shrinking Lemma�� Let U 
 C� be a simply

connected domain which is not contained in a rotation domain of f �
let k be a natural number� and let fUjng be a family of all connected

components of f�n�U� with the property that the degree of fn � Ujn � U
is at most k for all j and n� Then given any simply connected domain W
compactly contained in U � diam�Wjn�� �� as n�� independently of

j� where Wjn � f�n�W �Ujn and diam denotes the spherical diameter�

Proposition ���� Relative to the natural extension � of Lyubich

measure� hence to the multiplicity �ber measures �� almost all leaves of

R are isomorphic to the complex plane C�

Proof� Given z � Jf n PC in the sphere
 the Lyubich mea�
sure �D�z�� � � for any disk neighborhood D�z� of z in C�� Let
RT �R����z� n �S� Choose a density point �z � �zn� � RT in the
�ber so that �z is not in the rotation domains of F � By Proposition
���
 we can �nd a maximal box B��z� �� � T ��z� �D��� � �z over a two�
disk neighborhood D��� of zn � �n��z� with diam�D���� � � � � in C�

and ��T ��z� � �� We may assume that n � � and z � ���z�� Then
�D�z� ��� � �� By the disintegration theorem
 we have ��B��z� ��� � ��
Denote the �half��box of B��z� �� � T ��z��D� ��� over the base disk D�

�
� �

of diameter �
� � Then B��z�

�
�� still has a positive ��measure� Notice that

F is ��ergodic
 so is its inverse F��� Hence the forward and backward
orbit of �w visit the half boxB��z� ��� in�nitely often for ��a�e� �w � B��z� ���
We can choose a density point �w in T 
 �w is not in a rotation domain
of F 
 so that F�nj � �w� � B��z� ���� nj � �
 as j � �� The regular

leafwise neighborhood �D�F�nj � �w�� ��� 
 B��z� �� can be viewed as the
univalent lift of the two�disk neighborhood D�wnj �

�
� � of wnj through

the projection �� On the other hand
 the Shrinking lemma tells us that
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the diameter of ��F�nj � �D� �w� ���� tends to zero as nj � �� Therefore
F�nj � �D� �w� ��� 
 �D�F�nj � �w�� ��� for su�ciently large nj� The annulus
�D�F�nj � �w�� ��� nF

�nj � �D� �w� ��� is univalently mapped to an annulus on
the sphere with a large modulus for su�ciently large nj� In the leaf �� �w�
we obtain a sequence of increasing disks around the disk �D� �w� ��� � �w


by mapping �D�F�nj � �w� ���� into �� �w� via F
nj 
 so that the sum of modulii

is �� Thus the global leaf �� �w� through �w is conformally isomorphic
to the complex plane C by a standard argument in complex analysis
theory �see ���� We have showed that for ��a�e� �w in B��z� ��
 the global
leaf �� �w� is isomorphic to C� F is ��ergodic and maps leaf to leaf iso�
morphically
 therefore � almost all leaves of R are isomorphic to the
complex plane C� Since �z is the �ber measure indexed by ���z� � z via
disintegration of �
 almost all leaves are isomorphic to C relative to �z�
The result then follows from the holonomy invariance of the multiplicity
�ber measures� q�e�d�

Remark� If a leaf � ofR is isomorphic to the complex plane C
 then
it possesses an a�ne structure induced by the isomorphism of � � C�
The homeomorphism F maps a leaf ���z� through point �z �R to the leaf
��F ��z�� through F ��z� bi�holomorphically
 thus if ���z� is isomorphic to
C
 so is ��F ��z��� Therefore
 F becomes a�ne between them�

Let A be the union of all a�ne leaves of R and call it the a�ne part

of R� The above remark implies that A is F �invariant�

Corollary ���� Let f � C� � C� be a rational map of degree d �
�� Then the a�ne part A of the regular set in the inverse limit space

possesses the following properties�

	� A has full multiplicity measure in every �ber of � in the inverse

limit space �C��


� The selfmapping F on A is a�ne from leaf to leaf�

A also has a nice ergodic property relative to the multiplicity �ber
measures�

Proposition ���� The a�ne part A of R is ��ergodic in the sense

that for any two positive measure subsets T and T � of box transversals

of the a�ne part� almost all points in one are connected by leaves of A
to the other�

Proof� It su�ces to show that for a point z � C� n PC and any
Borel set T 
 T � 
 ����z�A with positive multiplicity measure
 leaves
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through T intersect T ��
Take a density point �z � T and a density point �z� � T �� Let

N��z� k� � f�u � �un� � uk � zk for some k � �g

be a block set containing �z in the �ber so that

�z�N��z� k�  T � � �����z�N��z� k���

and this inequality holds for all large k� Let

N ���z�� j� � f�v � �vn� � vj � z�j for some j � �g

be a block set so that

�z�N��z�� j�  T �� � �����z�N��z�� j���

and this inequality holds for all large j�
Choose smallest k and j which make these two inequalities true

and let m � max�k� j�� �That is
 the above two inequalities true for

all j� k � m�� Notice that the leaf ���z� through �z is dense in �C� for the
usual topology
 it should go through a point �w in the block neighborhood
N��z�� �m� of �z�� Any holonomy map h which takes �z to �w is an isometry
with respect to the metric 
��p� �q� � �

dn
in the �ber by Lemma ���� Thus

h�N��z� �m�� is a block neighborhood of �z� contained in N��z��m�
 which
implies that

�z�h�N��z� �m��  T �� � �����z�h�N��z� �m����

The multiplicity �ber measure �z is h�invariant
 so

�z�h�N��z� �m��  h�T �� � �z�N��z� �m�  T �

� �����z�N��z� �m�� � �����z�h�N��z� �m����

The last two inequalities implies that h�T �  T �  h�N��z� �m�� �� ��
q�e�d�

�� The solenoidal Riemann surface L

In this section we show that for an arbitrary rational map f from
the sphere �C on to itself
 there exists a solenoidal Riemann surface
L continuously injected into the a�ne part of the inverse limit spaceeC� � lim

��
�C�� f��
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���� The main result�

Theorem ���� For an arbitrary rational map f of degree d � � on

the sphere �C� there exists an ergodic solenoidal Riemann surface L whose

leaves are isomorphic to the complex plane C� a holomorphic bijection

F on L� and a holomorphic map � �L� �C so that fn 	 � � � 	 F n

for every positive integer n� Moreover� the induced map of L into the

inverse limit space eC� � lim
��

�C�� f� is a continuous injection with image

intersecting every �ber in full measure for the multiplicity �ber measure

class�

To prove this theorem
 we need to introduce a new topology on the

regular set R of the inverse limit space eC��
De�nition ���� Let ����z� be a �ber in eC� over a point z � C��

Let Bz be the Borel algebra generated by block subsets on the �ber� A
Borel subset �E is said to be density open if the multiplicity measure of
�E is positive and every point in �E is a density point of �E� This de�nes
a �ner topology on the �ber than the usual one �the usual topology is
generated by the family of all blocks as an open basis��

A box B � T �D in the regular set R is said to be �ne�open if its
transversal T is density open in the �ber containing T � The topology
on R generated by all �ne�open boxes as basis is �ner than the usual

topology induced from eC�� Call this new topology the �ne�topology on
R�

Remark� Suppose B � T � D is a box in R which has positive
transversal measure� Let T o be the subset of all density point in T �
Then T o is density open in the �ber containing T and ��T o� � ��T ��
Thus Bo � T o � D is a �ne�open sub�box of B and it has the same
transverse measure�

Proof of Theorem ��	� In Section �
 we have constructed a countable
family  � fBm � Tm�Dmg

�
m�� of maximal boxes whose union covers

the regular set R
 and Bm are chosen so that all but �nitely many of
them have positive multiplicity �ber measures� For every such maximal
box Bm � Tm � Dm
 the intersection of B with the a�ne part A is a
box in A of the same ��measure as Bm� Denote again by Bm such a box
in A to save notation
 that is
 we have a countable family  of maximal
boxes contained in the a�ne part A�

For each maximal box Bm � T �Dm �  
 take the �ne�open interior
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Bo
m � T o

m�Dm� Since every global leaf of the regular set intersects each
�ber in a countable subset
 the subset Tm n T o

m of density�boundary
points has a zero ��measure in Tm� By deleting all global leaves that
pass through points in Tm n T o

m
 we obtain a full ��measure �ne�open
sub�box of Bm� Performing the same process on every box in the family
 � Let B�m � T �m�Dm be the �ne�open box by deleting all global leaves
that pass through the density�boundary points in Tk nT

o
k of Bk �  
 for

all k � 	� �� ���� Then B�m is �ne�open in A
 and has the same transversal
measure as Bm in the �ber containing Tm� De�ne

L �
�S
m��

B�m�

Then L carries the �ne�topology generated by �ne�open boxes of R
contained in L� L also possesses the following properties�

� The inclusion I � L� eC� is continuous�
� L intersects every �ber in a full ��measure subset since every B�m
has the same ��measure as Bm in the transversal and the regular
set R intersects every typical �ber in full ��measure subset in the
reduced inverse limit space�

� All global leaves in L are a�ne�

� From the construction of L
 the complex and the a�ne structures
in leaf direction are continuous relative to the �ne�topology�

� L is F �invariant and F becomes a�ne in the leaf direction
 since
the multiplicity �ber measures � are F quasi�invariant� F maps a
density boundary point �z in the transversal T of a maximal box
B to the density�boundary point in the transversal F �T � of the
box F �B� and also maps an interior point to an interior point in
transversals�

� L is ergodic relative to the multiplicity �ber measures�

We complete the proof of the theorem� q�e�d�

Remark� Up to Borel isomorphisms �mod �� for the multiplicity
�ber measure class
 the solenoid L constructed in the proof of Theorem
��	 is independent of the choice of the countable basis of two�disks of
the sphere�
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Proposition ���� The triple �L� F� �� is well�de�ned by the proper�

ties of Theorem ��	 up to measure theoretic isomorphisms on full mea�

sure subsets of leaves which are biholomorphic in the leaf direction and

measure preserving in the transversal direction�

Proof� Suppose that there exists another triple �L�� ��� F �� satisfying
the properties stated in the main Theorem ��	� Then there is a continuos
injection J �L�� �C� so that the F �invariant ergodic image L�� � J�L��

has full ��measure in any given �ber ����z� in �C�� Take the intersection
Y � L��  ����z�L� By ergodicity
 �z�Y � � 	� Delete all global
leaves of L and L�� that pass through the null set of points outside Y
as well as their forward and backward F �images� We are left with an
F �invariant a�ne solenoid S which still has full multiplicity measure on
every �ber in �C�� Thus I���S� 
L is F �invariant and J���S� 
L� is F ��
invariant� Moreover
 the composite map � � J���I � I���S�� J���S�
is a homeomorphism which is bi�holomorphic in the leaf direction and
measure preserving Borel isomorphic in the transversal direction for the
multiplicity measure class� q�e�d�

Remark� The object L may not be canonical as a topological
lamination� We may lose the compactness
 even the local compactness
in the �ber for the �ne�topology� On the other hand we do have
 from
the point of view of measure theory
 the ergodicity of the solenoid�

���� Measured solenoids�

We recall the de�nition of a topological solenoid given by Sullivan
in �	�� A topological solenoid
 or simply a solenoid
 S is a topological
space with local box charts homeomorphic to the product of the form
�a totally disconnected space T � cross �a k�ball� so that overlap maps
preserve the k�ball factor�

Subsets T � fzg of a box chart B � T � D are called transversals
and those ftg � D of B are called local leaves in B� A solenoid S
is naturally foliated or laminated by its path connected compoments
which are called global leaves obtained by gluing local leaves together
via overlap homeomorphisms� We say a subsets T 
S a transversal if
T is a union of transversals of local box charts and every global leaf
intersects T locally at a unique point�

Let T and T � be two transversals of a solenoid S� A point x � T can
be connected by a path 	 in global leaf to a point x� � T �� Then there
are �nitely many local box charts whose union covers the compact path
	� One can check that there is a deck of global leaves
 going along with
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the curve 	
 connecting all points in an open neighborhood of x in T
to an open neighborhood of x� in T �� This de�nes a homeomorphism h
partially from the transversal T to another T � by transporting points
along global leaves� Such an h is known as a holonomy map�

A family f�g of �nite measures supported on transversals of a sole�
noid S is said to be a tranverse measure class if one is a positive scalar
multiple of the other restricted on subsets of the same transversal� A
transverse measure class � is said to be holonomy invariant if all holon�
omy maps preserve �� See �	� for examples of solenoids�

In this subsection
 we give a general de�nition of a measured solenoid�
Let us begin by recalling some foundamentals of measure theory �see
�		 and �� for details�� A Borel space is a set X together with a
Borel algebra B of subsets of X such that B is closed under intersec�
tion
 complement
 and countable union� A Borel space �X�B� is said
to be standard if it is Borel isomorphic to a Borel subset of a complete
separable metric space� A standard Borel space is countably generated

consequently
 countably separated�

De�nition ���� Let L � �X�B� � be a standard Borel space with
a countable separating and generating family  of Borel subsets of X� L
is said to be a measured solenoid if it possesses the following properties�

��� Every element B in  is a box Borel isomorphic to the product of

�a Borel transversal T � cross �a k�ball D in Rk�


where T is measurable in a Borel subspace Y 
 X equipped with
a ���nite measure �Y and �Y �T � � ��

��� �The Vertical Boundary Covering Property For every box B �
T �D in  
 the vertical boundary �TB � T � �D of B is a Borel
subset of X and can be covered by other boxes in  �

�	� �The Intersection Property If Bn � Tn�Dn� Bm � Tm�Dm �  �
and Bn  Bm �� �
 then for every point p � Bn  Bm
 there
exists a box B � T �D �B containing p such that the open ball
D 
 DnDn
 T 
 �Tn�fpg��Tm�fpg�
 and �n�T � � �m�T � �
�
 where �n and �m are the transverse measures on Tn and Tm
respectively�
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��� Overlap maps on intersections of boxes preserve the k�ball factor
and they are homeomorphisms in the k�ball direction and quasi�
invariant Borel isomorphisms in the transverse direction�

A measured solenoid is said to be a measured solenoidal Riemann
surface if k � �
 and the transition maps are bi�holomorphic in the
two�disk direction�

Here are some useful facts derived directly from this de�nition�

� The vertical boundary covering property enables us to extend local
leaves
 the isomorphic image of the k�ball in a box
 to maximal
manifolds
 the so called global leaves�

� Holonomy maps can be partially de�ned from one transversal to
another by applying the intersection property� It is clear that
the transversal measures are holonomy invariant
� i�e�
 holonomy
maps are Borel isomorphisms�

As an example of a measured solenoid
 one can check the following
statement�

Proposition ���� A topological solenoid S with a standard Borel
structure generated by its topology yields a measured solenoid if there

is a holonomy invariant �nite transverse measure class on the induced

transverse Borel algebras such that open transversals of box charts have

positive measures�

The converse is also true in the following sense� Given a measured

solenoid L � �X�B� �� there is a topological solenoid S continuously

injected into L whose image has full measure of every transversal�

That is� a measured solenooid L � �X�B� � is Borel isomorphic to a

topological solenoid S mod zero for the transverse measure class and the

Borel isomorphism is homeormorphic in the leaf direction and measure

preserving in the transverse direction�

The proof of this proposition is left to the reader�

Remark� One can take the �rst part of the above proposition as a
de�nition of a measured solenoid� The point of the general de�nition is
the transverse measure theory plus a certain countability instead of the
topology�

Corollary ���� Up to Borel isomorphism mod zero for the multi�

plicity �ber measure class� f ��L determines a well�de�ned measured
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solenoidal Riemann surface L with dynamics F for every rational map

f �

Proof� The regular set R
 hence the solenoid L
 is a standard Borel
space with the Borel algebra generated by the �ne�open boxes which
coincides with the one generated by the usual topology� The countable
generating family of boxes is the family of the countable maximal �ne�
open boxes partitioned by block sets of the Cantor set �bers� The
transverse measure class is composed of all normalized multiplicity �ber
measures� The rest follows from Proposition ��	� q�e�d�

���� General discussion�

The discussion on the inverse limit space of a rational map of the
sphere given in Sections ���
 ���
 and ��	 can be generalized as follows�

Consider an inverse system

	 	 	
fn��
�� Xn

fn
�� Xn��

fn��
�� 	 	 	

f�
�� X�

f�
�� X	

of branched coverings fn � Xn � Xn�� of compact Riemann surfaces
Xn to Xn�� of degree dn � �
 for n � 	� Assume that Xn has the
pull�back complex structure of Xn�� via fn so that fn is holomorphic�
Let

Cn � fx � X	 � x � ��n
j��fj��bn�� bn is a branched point of the

composite map �n
j��fj � f� � f� � 	 	 	 � fng� n � 	�

let PC �
�S
n��

Cn denote the post critical set of the system

fXn
fn
�� Xn��g

�
n���

and let Mn�k denote the number of branched points
 counted by multi�
plicities of local degrees at branched points
 of the composite map

�n
k
j�nfj � fn � fn
� � 	 	 	 � fn
k � Xn
k � Xn� for n � 	� k � ��

Form the inverse limit space

X� � lim
��

�	 	 	
fn��
�� Xn

fn
�� Xn��

fn��
�� 	 	 	

f�
�� X�

f�
�� X�

f�
�� X	�

consisting of backward strings x� � �� � � � xn� xn��� � � � � x�� x	� so that
fn�xn� � xn��� xn � Xn� X� is a compact Hausdor� subspace of the
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countable Cartesian product ��n�	Xn with respect to the usual induced
topology� De�ne the projections �n � X� � Xn by �n�x�� � xn�

We say that a point x� � �xn� � X� is eventually pinching if
xn � �n�x�� � Xn are branched points of fn for in�nitely many n!s�
Denote by P� the set of all eventually pinching points in X�� Assume

that for every x� � �xn� � P�
 �
n
j��

dj�xj�
dj

� �� as n � �� where

dj�xj� is the local degree of fj � Xj � Xj�� at point xj � Xj� Then
each �ber ���n �xn� over every xn � Xn is a Cantor set equipped with a
normalized non�atomic multiplicity �ber measure �xn which measures
the multiplicities of points on the �ber� All such measures form the
multiplicity �ber measure class � � fxn � x�Xn� n � �� 	� � � � g con�
structed as the one given in Section ���� Holonomy maps can be de�ned
in the same way as in Section ��	 representing the fundamental sets of
homotopy classes of curves in X	 n PC� It is clear that the multiplicity
�ber measure class � is holonomy invariant�

The following result is a generalization of Theorem ��	�

Theorem ���� Suppose

�i� �n
j��

dj�xj�
dj

� �� as n��� for x� � �xn� � P� and

�ii� the ratio
Mn�k

�n�k
j�� dj

� �� as n�� and k ���

Then there exists a measured solenoidal Riemann surface S associated

to the inverse system

	 	 	
fn��
�� Xn

fn
�� Xn��

fn��
�� 	 	 	

f�
�� X�

f�
�� X	

so that the inclusion of S into the inverse limit space X� is a continuous

injection whose image has full multiplicity measure in every �ber in X�
and every projection �n �S � Xn becomes holomorphic relative to the

complex structures on leaves�

Proof� The process of construction of S is completely analogous to
that of L for a rational map system on the sphere� Here we sketch the
steps�

Step �� Construction of the natural multiplicity �ber measure class
� � f�xn � xn � Xn� n � �� 	� � � � g given in Section ��� valdis because of
the assumption �i�� � is also holonomy invariant as stated in Proposi�
tion ��	�



��� meiyu su

Step �� De�nitions of boxes and the regular set R are the same as
given in De�nition ��	 by replacing C� by Xn�

�a� Construction of a maximal box around the �ber ����x	� for x	 �
X	 n PC given in Proposition ��	 is still valid by replacing

C� n
NS
j��

f jC by X	 n CN and dN��d�dn�N���
dn

by
Mn�N

�N�n
j�N

dj
� Con�

sequently
 R intersects every �ber in full ��measure�

�b� The regular set R can be covered by a countable family F of
maximal boxes� Choose a countable basis T � fDmng

�
m�� of two�

disk charts for every Xn in the system� Over every Dmn take the
maximal box Bmn in X� via the projection �n for every n � ��
Then the collection of all such maximal boxes forms a cover of R�
Notice that there may be in�nitely many Bmn!s whose transversals
have zero ��mearsure�

�c� Global leaves of the regular set R are Riemann surfaces on which
local regular leaves play a role of local charts� Overlap maps are
compositions of �nitely many fn!s which are biholomorphisms�

Step �� Take the same de�nition of the �ne�topology as given in
De�nition ��	 on the regular set R� By deleting the global leaves of
R passing through ��density boundary points in the transversal Tmn of
Bmn for every Bnm in the countable family F of maximal boxes obtained
in �b�
 we are left with the measured solenoidal Riemann surface S
satisfying the properties stated in the theorem� q�e�d�

Remark� In this general setting
 there is no induced dynamics on
the measured solenoid S�
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